Senior Niece Has
Bit Part in 'Tale of Two
Cities,' Billed at Loew's

Millcent Gray, left Comfort of Established Position in
England to Seek Career on American Stage;
Colman Film Is Her First Picture.

A gift of a name and talent that will reach a Ten
years old, now in England, where she is getting
for work in the American motion picture industry, at
a Ten Film, which is the first picture
of a son of the late Sir Alfred Yelton, the son of
the late Sir Alfred Yelton, who was a prominent
member of the British Parliament.

Miss Steiner, the daughter of Mrs. Beatrix Steiner
and the late Mr. Steiner, has been working in the
British motion picture industry for some time, and
has been known for her talent in that field.
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